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ABSTRACT

An etnf technique was adopted for the first time for direct

determination of thertnodynamic activities of all major metallic

components, namely Fe,Cr,Ni and Mn in a commercial grade AISI 216

stainless steel in the temperature range of approximately 800 to

1200 K. The viability of this method was initially established

in the case of chromium activity measurements which could be

compared with literature values. I-'or this purpose galvanic cells

with M/MF, and M_.,oo /MR (M = Fe,Cr,Ni or Mn) were used,

employing single crystal CaF as the electrolyte. In addition.

Mo activity in this alloy was measured using the emf of the

galvanic cell,

Pt,Mo,MoO,/7 YDT/MoO, , Mo ,Pt

The activities determined by these galvanic cells could be

represented as follows:

log a (± 0.02) = -0.577 + 69.1/T
Cr

log a (± 0.02) = 0.589 - 800.31/T
Ni

log a (± 0.01) = 0.179 - 248.54/T
Fe

log a (± 0.01) = 0.742 - 2581.40/T
Mn

log a (t 0.05) = -4.548 + 3148.48/T
Mo

These activities were used to compute the threshold oxygen levels

in Na/AISl 316 stainless steel system for the formation of the

corrosion products, viz., NaCrO,, Na.FeO^, MnO and NaMnOg.



These data in conjunction with the carbon activity in this alloy

reported in the literature and initial composition of M a 5 C 6

phase,could lead to the estimation of the Gibbs energy change for

a typical reaction,

2.571 Cr +0.732 Pe + 0.303 Mo + 0.226 Ni + C = M 2^C

as follows:

° (Mj^Cs) (kJ) = -29.16 - 0.0522 T (K)
6
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1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of thermodynamic activity of binary or ternary

alloys by the emf method generally leads to the direct

measurements of the activity of the least noble (the most

electropositive) metallic component. In a simple binary

metallic alloy, the thermodynamic activity of the more noble

metallic constituent is generally computed from Gibbs-Duhem

integration,if the composition dependence of the activity of

the less noble component is available in the temperature ranqc?

of interest. As a matter of fact,a direct measurement of the

more noble constituent by emf method is not feasible owing to

the direct displacement reaction between .the compound of this

constituent present in the electrode,with the less noble

constituent of the alloy phase. However,attempts have been

reported in the literature to record the transient voltage

generated due to the metastable equilibrium between the less

noble metal and the compound of the more noble component,

before a direct chemical reaction could set in. Such a tech-

nique was termed as 'touch instant electromotive force1 (TIE)

( 1-4)
method . Thus it could give direct activity data of both

the components for those systems which are not sluggish



kinetically for a direct displacement reaction.

Nevertheless,this method could possibly suffer from a lack of

adequate time for the attainment of the thermal and

electrochemical equilibrium. These deficiencies in the 'I'll-:

method can be overcome by a metastable coexistance of say, Ft'Kj

with Fe in ss or NiFo with Ni in ss by a CaFx - emf
(5)

technique .. In this paper, such measurements on a typical

stainless steel are described, which make use of metastablc

coexistence of phases and for convenience it will be referred

to as metastable emf method.

An alloy such as the commercial grade AISI 316 stainless

steel is a complex multicomponent system,containing Fe, Cr,

Ni,Mo,Mn etc. Of these metallic constituents of stainless

steel, manganese is the most electropositive one, and

thermodynamically measurement of Mn activity using MnFg as the

coexisting phase is quite acceptable as equilibrium

meaasurement. On the contrary, measurement of activities of

Fe,Cr and Ni in ss using the respective fluorides as the

coexisting phases can be rightly termed as a metastable

equilibrium measurement. This paper describes direct

measurement of activities of Fe, Cr,Ni and Mn in a type 316

stainless steel using calcium fluoride as the electrolyte and

that of Mo using thoria based electrolyte.



2 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

Chemical composition (by XRF analysis) of the commercial

grade stainless steel A1SI 316 used in these

investigations,is given in table 1. The powders of this
(6)

alloy steel were produced by sensitization in the tempera-

ture range 825 to 925 K,followed by refluxing in

concentrated nitric acid for lOOh and subsequent etching

with 40% HN05 - 20% HF mixture. This method yielded stain-

less steel powders free from the precipitated carbides and

carbonitrides at the grain boundaries and could be sieved to

a size of 200 to 300 mesh. In this procedure of producing

active stainless steel grains,the difference in the composi-

tion of the grains with respect to their metallic

constituents from that of the original alloy (Table 1) was

estimated to be less than 2% of their respective

concentration, which is of the order of the error normally

encountered in compositional analysis by XRF and wet

chemical methods. Hence table 1 can be taken to be a true

representative of composition of ss grains as well with

respect to their metallic constituents.

For the preparation of electrodes,metal powders Viz., Fe,

Ni,Mo,Cr,(Alfa Ventron, USA) and Mn ( Johnson Mathey

Chemicals, UK) of high purity (better than 99.99%) and metal

fluorides of reagent grade of purity better than 99.8%(Koch-

Light,USA) were made use of. For Mo/MoOg electrode,used for



oxide emf studies, MoOp of purity bettor than 99.99*

(Alt'a Ventron, USA) was employed. Cylindrical sinylu

crystal discs of CaP^ of 10 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness

(Harshaw Chemical Company, USA) were employed as solid

electrolyte in the fluoride galvanic cells. For the oxide

cell, a 7 weight percent Yttria-doped Thoria cup of 6 nun

outer dia, 4 mm inner diameter and 6 mm depth with one end

closed and closed end flat 'Corning,USA) was employed as the

electrolyte. Electrodes were made by compacting 3:1 weight

ratio mixtures of metal (or stainless steel powder) and the

required metal fluoride or metal oxide into pellets of 10mm

diameter for fluorides and 6 mm diameter for oxide and 3 to

4 mm thickness under a pressure of 100 MPa.

2.2 Characterization of Materials

The metal/metal fluoride and Mo/MoOjj pellets were

characterized before and after- the experimental runs by

X-ray diffraction. In the case of stainless steel/Crf^

pellet, SEM and EPMA were also used to confirm the absence

of concentration gradient of metallic constituents in the

stainless steel - fluoride grain boundary.

2.3 Galvanic Cell Asssembly

An open-cell stacked-pellet assembly was used throughout

this investigation, the details of which were described
(7)

elsewere .The only modification in this galvanic coll

assembly used earlier was the replacement of the outer



jacket made of* fused silica, by a one end closed

recrystal1ized alumina tube,in order to minimize the

permeability of oxyyen through the outer jacket. High

purity helium, purified by refrigerated molecular sieve

served as the cover gas for the galvanic cells. Back

diffusion of air from the outlet side of the cell was

prevented by bubbling the outgoing cover gas through a

capillary tube immersed in silicone oil. A Pt-10% Rh/IM

thermocouple calibrated at the freezing points ot

Sn,Bi,Zn,Sb and Ag was used to measure the temperature of

the cell. The head of the galvanic cell assembly was

located in the isothermal zone of a non-inductively wound

furnace whose temperature was regulated with a P1D

temperature controller within +0.5 K. The cell readings

were usually taken only after initial heating of the cell to

the highest of the temperature range covered in a given oml

run and after maintaining it at. that temperature till the

drift in the emf was less than about 0.5mV/h. The

reproducibility of the emf values was checked both by

thermal cycling and by measurements on different electrode

pellets. The emf readings were taken with the help of a 5̂ -

9

digit digital voltmeter with an input impedence of 10 ohm.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Check for the Absence of Asymmetric Potentials

The following symmetric galvanic cells were studied in the

temperature range of 700 to 1100 K:



Pt, Ni, NiF^/ CaPg /NiPA, Ni, pt I

Pt, Fe, FeF3 /CaFa /FeFfc , Fe, Pt II

Pt, Mo, MoOa/ 7YDT/ MoO^, Mo, Pt III

7 YDT : 7 weight percent Yttria-doped Thoria.

The emfs of the cells I,II And III were found to be less

than +0.5mV throughout the temperature range of emf measure-

ments, confirming the absence of asymmetric potentials and

build-up of undesirable thermoelectric voltages in the

cells.

3.2 Test for the Consistency of Results in the Daniel Type Cells

Using CaFg Electrolyte

The following Daniel type cells were studied over the ranqe

773 to 1173 K:

Pt, Fe, FeFg /CaF^ /NiFj ,Ni,Pt IV

Pt, Cr, CrF^ /CaFR /FeF^ , Fe, Pt

Pt, Cr, CrFj, / CaF_ /NiF, , Ni,pt VI

The emf results of cells IV to VI are shown in Fig.l.

The least-square expressions for the emf results in Fig.t

are listed in table 2. The internal consistency among the

emf results on cells IV to VI could be checked by comparing

the directly measured emf values on cell VI with those

computed by the algebraic addition of emf values of cells IV

and V at two interpolated temperatures in table 2. The

consistency of the present emf results with the published

8



literature also could be checked with the help ol n plot ol

emf ol Cell IV against temperature in Fig.^. It can b^ seen

that the present results are in very good iujroenient with

those by Skelton and Patterson and Schaefer and Gokeen

Figure 2 clearly shows the large scatter in the omf results

{8-13}
reported in the literature which would result in

commensurate scatter in the standard Gibbs energy ol

formation A G > of metal difluorides, derived from the so

data. In order to eliminate the contributions ol the errors

in ^Gf data on the derived thermodynnmie activities ol

metallic constituents in stainless steel, galvanic cells

with identical metal difluoride in both the electrodes were

employed as given in the following section. A similar

consideration was responsible for the use of MoCXj in both

thr <']oc?rrodes in the study of the activity of molybodrnum in

stainless steel. However, the consistency of the results

from oxide electrolyte cells using different electrodes in a

similar cell assembly was not warranted, as the same was

(7,14)
demonstrated elsewhere

3.3 Results of Galvanic Cells with Commercial Grade A1SI 316

Stainless Steel Powders

The galvanic cells used for the thermodynamic

characterization of the commercial grade AISI 316 stainless

steel powder were as follows:

Pt, Cr, CrFg /CaF^ /CrF^, iCr]^ , Pt VII



Pt, Mn, MnF̂ /Cat-'j, /MnFa ,[Mn]^ , Pt VIII

Pt, Pe# FePg / CaF^ / FeF2.lPeISi ,Pt IX

Pt, Ni, NiFz /CaF^/NiF^, lNiJss , Pt

Pt, Mo, MoO^ /7 YDT/Mo02, (Mo)Si ,Pt XI

The emf results of the fluoride cells VII to X are shown in

Fig.3. The least-square expressions of these emf plots are

given below:

(E + 1.1) (mV) = 13.25 + 0.0382 T (K) (1)
VII ( 960 - 1110 K)

(E + 1.08) (mV) = 256.0 - 0.07350 T (K) (2)
VIII (1040 - 1170 K)

(E + 0.82) (mV) = 2A.0 - 0.01706 T IK) (3)
IX (800 - 1000 K)

(E + 1.67) (mV) = 77.44 - 0.05640 T (K) (4)
X (898-1060 K)

The results on the oxide galvanic cell XI (shown

in Fig.4 ) can be represented by the expression:

(E + 1.94) (mV) = -153.14 + 0.22274 T (K) (5)
XI (999 - 1133 K)

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Use of Metastable Equilibria for Emf Measurements

Despite a considerable scatter in ^he literature on the

Gibbs energy data on binary transition metal fluorides,the

thermodynamic stability of MF is known to decrease as M is

(8,9,15-17)
varied from Mn, Cr, Fe to Ni . In the same way

the thermodynamic stability of MoO is much less compared to
(15,17,18)

that of Cr-0, or MnO . Hence direct displacement

10



reactions of the kind given below are possible in cell VTJ

o

as seen from the respective Gibbs energy chanye, A G_- tot

the relevant reaction. Thus for the reaction

Mn(s) + CrFVj (s) > MnP^ + Cr(s) (6)

A G° (kJ) = A G* (MnFg ,s) - A G ° . T (CrF, ,s>

= - 92.048 + 0.0195 T (K) (7)

Equation (7) showa that the reaction (6) is

thermodynamically favoured throughout the temperature range

and therefore CrF, (E) could not be coexisting with Mn(s).

This is true even if one would take into account the actual

concentrations of manganese and chromium which are in the

ratio of 1:9 in this stainless steel. However,the tempera-

tures of the present CaF, - emf measurements are too low for

an appreciable direct reaction between CrF_ (s) and Mn(s) in

the alloy, owing to kinetic limitations. !n Ihoso measure-

ments though the kinetics are limiting for direct

displacement reactions, still temperature is high enough for

a metastable electrochemical equilibrium to be established

between chromium in the alloy and CrF (s). Since such an

electrochemical equilibration would involve migration of

8

about only 10 ions for the build up of electrochemical

potential, reproducible emfs were found to be

feasible,without any significant contribution from the mixed

potentials, arising from the mixed potentials,arising from

direct reactions (cf.reaction (6)). Similar considerations

would also a pply to the following reaction in cell X which

was aimed at measuring the activity of nickel :

11



iCrJ + NiF, (s) v CrF,(s) + Ni (8)

316 ss *" A

The Gibbs energy data lor this would give rise to very large

values of a r r /aKi.£ > indicative of reaction (8)

proceeding to completion. However the emf results from ceil

X in Fig.3 showed that a derived from these results would
Ni

correspond to reasonable values which indicate absence of

reaction (8). But it was observed that the emfs of cell X

started showing significant drifts to higher values after

ageing for more than 10 days at temperatures greater than

800 K. An examination of these drifts was indicative of the

following reaction than of (8).

[Fe] + NiF, (s) * FeF. (s) + Ni (9)

316ss * *

The reaction (9) is perhaps more favoured than (8) due to

kinetic reasons though CrF^ (s) is thermodynamically more

stable than FeF. (s). Heni." the measurements of a using

Ni
cell X had to be completed within the first few days of high

temperature equilibration. Similarly the sluggishness of

kinetics of direct reaction between chromium or manganese in

stainless steel with MoO, was utilized for the measurement

of a .A fluoride cell is ruled out for this purpose since

Mo
no solid fluoride of molybdenum exists at these

temperatures. It was found that reproducible emfs could be

obtained on cell XI, which makes use of oxide electrolyte,

leading to reasonable values of a at, least for the first

Mo
few days of operation of the cell.

Apart from the possibilities of direct reactions as

12



discussed above,one more aspect to be examined in the use ot

metastable emf method for activity determination pertains to

the uniformity of composition across the grains of the

stainless steel powder produced by sensitization. In order

to establish this, composition profiles of the differojit

elements using the EDAX analyser attached to a SliM (Figs.

5&6) were taken of a pellet made of CrF and stainless

steel powder, after its use for a week in cell VII. The

line profiles for Fe, Cr, Mo and Ni in these figures show

the absence of concentration gradients within the alloy

grains up to metal-fluoride grain boundary.

The metastable coexistence of a more electropositive

metal of an alley with the compound of a less

electropositive metal in these galvanic cells with solid

electrolytes was perhaps exploited for the first time for

the measurement of activities which are otherwise difficult

to measure directly. Attempts have been made in the

literature for the direct measurement of activities of both

the components of a binary alloy,using fused salt emf method

by recording the instantaneous voltages reached by rapid

heating of metastable electrodes to the measurement

temperatures? this was termed as 'touch instant

(1-4)
electromotive force1 (TIE) method . The activity values

could be cross checked, using Gibbs-Duhem integration. This

method however suffers from inadequate thermal equilibration

besides its limited applicability to binary alloys.

Gibbs-Duhem integrations are not likely to be feasible

for commercial multicomponent alloys such as stainless

13



steels. The Knudsen cell technique could perhaps yield

individual activity of major metallic components like Fe, Cr

and Ni in stainless stoel, provided the temperature is high

enough and one could reconcile with the precision associated

with effusion technique. In view oi these the present

metastable CaPo -emf method has provided the only viable
Hi

alternative for the measurement of activities of Cr,Pe, Ni,

Mn and Mo in type AISI 316 stainless steel, especially in

the lower range of temperature such as 800 to 1200 K.

4.2 Derivation of Activities from Emf Results

The emfs of the galvanic cells VII to XI are related to the

activity of the diffferent metallic constituents in

stainless steel by the following expression

E = - RT.. In a (10)
w F M

where a is the thermodynamic activity of the metal in
M

either M/MF2 or Mo/MoO, . As required by the Nernst

equation, a value of n equal to 2 was used in the case of

the fluoride cells VII to X and n equal .to 4 in the case of

the oxide cell XI. Analytical expressions for the

activities of the metallic constituents of the stainless

steel, derived from the emf results are presented in Table 3

along with the precision in the respective studies. Also

given in the table are the interpolated values of activities

at 1000 and 1100 K. Only in the case of Cr, some reliable

values are available for its activity in order to make a

comparison in Table 3 with those determined in the present

work.

14



Two general observations could be made on the activities of

metallic constituents in this commercial grade AJSI 316

stainless steel:

(i) all the activities appear to show positive deviation

from ideality over the temperature range of measurements,

(ii) for Mn,Fe and Ni che activities increase with increase

in temperature, whereas for Cr and Mo the activities

tend to decrease with increasing temperature. TJv

slight decrease in a with increase in temperature is

Cr
in good agreement with the observation by Nicholas and

(19)
Cavell on a similar AISI 316 stainless steel and an

(20)
assessment by Campbell and Tyzack for an 18-8

stainless steel at 973 K (Table 3).

The thermodynan.ic activities of metallic constituents

in stainless steel are useful to the designers of LMFBRs in

the following two respects in predicting t Jio

threshold oxygen level in Na (1) that could result in the

formation of corrosion products on the stainless steels

which are used as structural materials and; sensitization

behaviour of the steels by computing the Gibbs potential for

the formation of M«5C, precipitates.

4.3 Calculation of Threshold Oxygen Level in Na(])/AlSl J16

Stainless Steel

For the purpose of calculating threshold oxygen level in

Na(l) /AISI 316 stainless steel system, reliable Gibbs

energy data on the corrosion products and oxygen solubility

data in Na(l) are required, besides the activities of metals

15



(2))
in stainless steel. Noden's equation for the saturation

oxyyon solubility in Na(I) was recently assessed to be the
(22)

most reliable one in the temperature range of interest

It is also well known that NaCrO_ is the most stable of the
(22-28)

corrosion products formed in this system , for

which reliable Gibbs energy data are available in the
(25,27,29)

literature . Under high concentrations of dissolvoii
(23,30)

oxygen in Na(l), Na/PeCL could also be formed , the

thermodynamic data for which were reported in the literature
(26)

by shaiu et al . Further, reliable Na-Cr-0 and Na-Fe-0

phase diagrams were also established by Knights and
(27) (31)

Phillips . According to BarRer et al , manganese in

stainless steel could form either MnO or NaMnOg or Na * Mn^0 5

depending on the oxygen level in Na(l). The equilibrium
(18,32-33)

data on MnO are quite reliably known , which

indicate that MnO(s) is stable thermodynamically in

Na(l)/pure Mn system at temperatures above 500 K. However

the data for NaMnO, are not readily available in the

literature. Hence an attempt was made to estimate the A G

f ,T
of NaMnO,(s) based on the following reaction:

N a O l s ) + Mn .,0_(s) » 2NaMnOa(s) (11)
o

Based on the A G for identical reaction between Na 01s)
f,T

(25,27) (26)
and Cr,O*(s) as well as between Na_O(s) and Fe_<)j (s)

the Gibbs energy change for reaction (11) was assumed to be

a s f o l l o w s :
o

A G ( 1 1 ) ( k J ) = - 1 9 0 . 0 - 0 . 0 2 0 T (K) ( 1.')
T

16



for deriving A c (NaMnO,,s) use was made of assessed
IT,T (IB,33-35)

values of oxyyen potentials in Mn/Mn^O. and Mn 3O 4/Mn«O_

Combining these with thermodynamic data on
(14, 15) o

Na,O(s) ,AGj.-- (NaMnO,, s) could be given as follows
o *'

AG. (NaMnO,,s) (kJ) = -787.93 +0.1897 T(K) (13)
j.T #

(31,36)
In Na-Mo-0 system Barker et al and Gnanasekaran et al

had suggested the formation of NajMoO. or Na^MoOg when the

oxygen concentration ir. high. However,owing to non-availabi-

lity of reliable thermodynamic data on these

compounds,threshold oxygen levels in Na(1) could not be

computed for their formation on A1SI 316 stainless steel.

(26)
The thermodynamic data on NaNiO, by Shaiu et al showed that

this could be formed only in presence of solid Na.O and the

leaching of Ni from stainless steel is of dissolutive type
(28)

and is not influenced by the dissolved oxygen . llenco

attempts were made to compute threshold oxygen levels in

Na(l)/AISI 316 stainless steel system only for the formation

of NaCrÔ g, Na^FeOj, MnO and NaMnOg . This computation was

based on the following reactions

2 [Na«Oj + [Cr] * NaCrO (s) + 3Na(l) (14)
Nad) 316 ss

3 [NagOj + | F e ] r N a 4 F e O 3 ( s ) + 2 N a ( l ) (15 )
Nad) 316 ss

[Na^O] + [Mn] — -> MnO(s) + 2Nad) (16)
Na(l) 316 ss

2lNa«Oj + [Mn) » NaMnO> (s) + 3Na (I) (17)
Na(l) 316 ss

17



For example, the threshold oxygen lovel in Na(l) / Cr
316 ss

for the reaction (14) could be computed as follows :
o

A G = -HT In K (18)
T (14) (14)

where K = I/a . a
(14) [CrJ [0]

316SS Nad)

and a
[0] ' (0]

Nad) N a d ) , sat.

(assuming the validity of Henry's law.)

The equations for threshold oxygen levels for the formation

of corrosion products, so computed are summarized in Table 4,

along with numerical values at two temperatures.

These threshold oxygen levels clearly indicate that at

oxygen levels available in the liquid sodium (̂» 10 wppm)

used in fast breeder reactors formation of NaCrOo alone is

feasible. The predicted oxygen threshold lor the formation

of NaMnO. shows that the ternary compound is more stable

than Na 0 in the vicinity of 1000 K and also that NaMnO^

could be observed only under transient conditions of high

oxygen ingress into liquid sodium. It is desirable that a

o
direct measurement of A G, (NaMnO£,s) could be made.

4.4 Gibbs Potential for the Formation of Precipitates of M 2-^C,

In order to calculate the activity of Cr 25C, » in the

precipitates of mixed carbide M j . C, formed during

sensitization in the stainless steel matrix the following

reaction should be considered.

18



23. |Cr| < C — > | Cr ? i C) (1'J)
6 3 16 ss -6- H i 5 C 6

The standard Gibbs energy change for this reaction is given
( 15)

by Kubaschewski and Alcock as follows
o -3

£ G (kJ) = -68.5 - 6.44 X 10 T (K) (20)
T(19)

Combining this with a (from table 3), the activity of
Or

chromium carbide in M e,C, is given as
"3 6

log a = 1552.4 - 2.002 (21)
T

For computing the Gibbs potential for the formation of

a separation and analysis of this phase is warranted.

Further, cognizance should also be taken of the fact that

its cemposition would vary with time,even if the temperature

were held constant, and also to the fart. th.U the presence

of N,Si,P and S in the carbide precipitates was ignored

owing to their relatively lower concentrations. In addition

atleast two assumptions pertaining to the activities of M

and C in stainless steel matrix should be made. With

reference to the activity of the metallic constituents,it is

assumed that the activity of the metal in the ss grains is

equal that in the precipitates of M 23CV . Again with

reference to the literature data on the activity of

carbon,it is well known that such data are usually generated

from gas equilibrium studies on type 316 stainless steels

coupons or chips, containing approximately about 0.06 to

0.08 weight percent carbon, instead of ss grains reduced by

19



sensitization-corrosion route. In this route, the carbon

content of the grains is reduced to about 0.02 to 0.03

weight percent. Therefore for an estimation of the Gxbbs

potential for the formation of the carbide phase, a second

assumption is required to be made. That is,the activity ol

carbon in this alloy is not too steep a function of the

carbon concentration when the latter is in the range of 0.08

to 0.02. Based on these assumption only a rough estimate

could be made for a typical M a5C- phase, which would be

formed under conditions employed in this work for making

stainless steel powders. Under such conditions, the carbide

precipitation reaction could be represented as follows for a

typical composition of M „ C, reported by Gill and

(37)
Gnanamoorthy.

2 . S 7 1 [ C r J + 0 . 7 3 2 \Ve] , + 0 . 3 0 3 [ M o ] , + 0 . 2 2 6 [ N i ]
3I6SS 3'65S J i l 6 S ^ '

+ C = Cr Fe Mo Ni C (22)
2.571 0.732 0.303 0.226

The standard Gibbs energy change for this reaction is given

by o
A G (22) = -RT.ln K

T (22)
= RT(2.571 In a + 0.732 In a +

Cr Fe

0.303 In a + 0.226 In a + In a ) (23)
Mo Ni C

For carbon activity, use was made of the dependence of a
C

in AISI 316 stainless steel on [Cj at 1123, 1273
316SS (38)

and 1373 K reported by Goswami et al from isopiestic

isothermal equilibration technique. These plots showed

changes in slopes at the points corresponding to saturation

20



solubility of carbon in stainless steel with the onset of

carbide precipitation. These threshold carbon activities

could be fitted into the following linear expression:

log a = -22JLLJ7 -0.1266 (24)

C T

The above expression showed reasonable agreement with the
(39)

results reported by Handa et al . In fact this could be

the most reasonable expression to be used in the computation
o

of & G which is given as follows:
T(22)

o
A G (kJ) = -29.16 - 0.0522 T (K) (25)

T(22)

The Gibbs energy data on M,_C, phase could have hitherto

been considered to be an almost impossible quantity to be

determined by direct experimentation. However, the present

work has demonstrated the feasibility of providing the Gibbs

energy data for even the most complex kind of such carbide

phases in stainless steels. However, in extrapolating

eq.(25) to higher temperatures, caution should be exercised

to restrict the upper limit to the actual temperatures of

this measurement,to be within the solutionizing temperature

domain.

5.CONCLUSION

A metastable emf method has been found to offer good scope

for the measurement of activities of all metallic components

in alloys like stainless steels,where active powder could be

produced. The corrosive nature of the fluorides would

perhaps assist in the establishment of a metastable omf by
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scavenging the omnipresent protective oxide films on Cr-

boctring alloys. Tliosn direct, measurement s of activities

could give useful data in computing threshold oxygen levels

in liquid metal to fo,-m corrosion products on stainless

steel in LMFBRs and in characterizing thermodynamically tlv

carbide precipitation in these complex alloys.
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Table 1

Chemical compostion of type A1S1 316 stauiless steel
used in activity measurements.

Element

Wt'i

Element

wppm

Cr

16.85

C

610

Ni

12.15

P

320

Mo

2.36

N

31(1

Mn

1 .86

S

20

Table 2

Internal consistency check on standard fluoride galvanic

cells.

Cell E(mV)=A+BT(K) Pre- Range E(mV) at
No cision

(mV) 800 K J000 K

IV 245.55+0.1368 T +1.8 773-1063 355.0 382.4

V 114.10+0.2373 T +2.0 795-1013" 303.9 351.4

VI 359.60+0.3768 T +1.9 773-1063 661.0 736.4
a

(IV+V) 359.65+0.3741 T — 773-1063 658.9 733.8

a The algebraic sum of emfs of cells IV and V should result
in cell VI.
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Table 3

Thennodynamic activity of metallic constituents of type

Altfl 316 stainless steel determined by Cal-j. - emt method.

Metal Activity A + B/T Preci- Range a at:
M log a = A+B/T si on T(K) M

M
1000 K 1100 K

Cr -0.577 +69.1/T + 0.02 960-1110 0.311 0.306
a

(-0.78 + 248.0/T) --- --- 0.294 0.279
b

973 (0.344)
c

Mn 0.742-2581.4/T ±0.01 1040-1170 (0.015) 0.025
c

Fe 0.179-248.54/T +0.01 800-1000 0.852 (0.898)
c

Ni 0.589-800.31/T +0.02 898-1060 0.615 (0.727)

Mo -4.548+3148.48/T +0.05 999-1133 0.040 0.021

(19)
a Kwported by Nicholas and CaveJ1.

b The value is for a typical 18-8 stool at 973 K given by
(20,40)

Kubaschewski .md Heymer.

c Extrapolated values.
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Table 4

Threshold oxygen levels in N a d ) / AlHJ 316 ss
system for the formation of corrosion products.

[0]
Oxide formed in log([0] Threshold/ Threshold/wppm at
Na(l)/AISI 316 wppm) Remarks
ss =A + B/T 800 K 1000 K

NajjO 6.2571-2444.5/T 1590.3 6495.3 Noden'seq.

a a
MnO 2.1301+1833.8/T (26448.4) (9203.2) This work

a
NaMnO^ 3.4541+286.0/T (6481.1) 5497.2 This work

NaCrOjj 4.0098-3182.0/T 1.1 6.7 This work

Na^FeO 4.973-1494.8/T 1272.0 3007.5 This work

a These products are not thermodynamica]ly stable in Na(l)
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